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TAYLOR SWIFT
SHE'S JUST GETTING STARTED

JUNE & JULY 2015
$3.99
FROM A HIGH-TECH BARBECUE WITH A BRAIN TO AN AMPED-UP SCOOTER FOR TACKLING THE ROUGHEST ROAD, THESE BIG-TICKET TOYS WILL STEP UP YOUR SUMMER FUN.
The Paddleboard

Thanks to its contoured bottom and blend of stability and speed, the SIC Recon 11'11" is a ready-for-anything standup paddleboard that rides as well on rivers as it does on rough ocean. It's ideal for amateurs and endless-summer searchers alike.

$1,299; sicmami.com

The Jet Ski

The Kawasaki Ultra 310Lx is a Miura bull wearing a dinner jacket. The three-person Jet Ski is the most powerful available, a 310-hp craft that tops out at more than 65 mph. But it's rife with refinements, like heat-resistant seats and a first-of-its-kind 40W stereo. $17,999; kawasaki.com

The Scooter

Action junkies, take note: Fusing the tilt-to-control steering of a Segway with the build of a Sherman tank, the 13-hp DTV Shredder not only powers through snow and mud but is also light enough to pull off tricks and full flips.

$4,000; bpgwerks.com
The Grill
Let the Lynx SmartGrill know what you’re cooking and the wi-fi-enabled, voice-activated "cue will set its own temperature, tell you where to place your food, and even text you when it's time to turn the sirloins. All it asks for in return is some propane and a little love from a grill brush. From $5,995; lynxgrills.com

The Pocket Camera
The Canon G7X is only four inches wide but boasts a smartphone-shaming, one-inch sensor that captures everything from Caribbean sunsets to mid-splash cannonballs in impeccably focused shots that beg to be printed. $700; usa.canon.com